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Ozeki [6] has defined the Chern class of a finitely generated projective module 
as an element of the de Rham cohomology of the ring. His resulting classes are 
stable invariants, but the functorial properties do not seem to be clear from the 
definition. On the other hand, he made no attempt to define Euler classes for 
projective modules. 
According to the Chern-Weil theory of characteristic classes, for a given 
differentiable oriented bundle over a manifold, one can define its Euler class 
[2,4, 51. This is the cohomology class of a differential form constructed by 
taking the Pfaflian of the curvature form of a connection compatible with a 
Euclidean metric on the bundle. Since the set of differentiable cross sections to 
a bundle is a f.g. projective module over the ring of differentiable functions on 
the base manifold and the Euclidean metric defines a symmetric bilinear form 
on this module, it is only natural to ask whether the above construction can be 
generalized to any f.g. projective module. 
Following R.G. Swan’s ideas we have defined Euler classes for inner product 
modules. By considering the connection forms as Kahler differentials of the ring 
we can easily derive the functorial properties of these classes. 
Let (P, h) be an inner product module, i.e., P is a f.g. projective module over a 
ring R, and h is a symmetric nondegenerate bilinear form on P. In Section 1, 
we prove the existence of a connection V on P compatible with h. In Section 2, 
we define cohomology groups Hgx(P, h) associated to (P, h), by using a complex 
d’QR @ ASP, where Sz, is the module of Kahler differentials of R and n = 
rank P [l ; 31. In the next section, we define the Euler class e(P, h, 0) as the 
cohomology class of the Pfaffian of the curvature of V. In Section 4, we show that 
e(P, h, 0) is independent of the connection V. In Section 5, we exhibit the func- 
torial and multiplicative properties of these classes. We also establish the connec- 
* This paper contains the substance of the author’s dissertation, submitted to the 
Department of Mathematics of the University of Chicago in August 1976. The dissertation 
was written under the direction of Professor Richard G. Swan of that Department; the 
author expresses his most grateful thanks to Professor Swan for proposing the theme 
and providing constant guidance and inspiration. 
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tion with the differentiable Euler classes. Finally, in Section 6, we compute 
Euler classes for some inner product modules and, as an application, we show 
the nontriviality of the tangent bundle to the afhne 2-sphere defined over an 
Archimedean ordered field. 
1. CONNECTIONS ON INNER PRODUCT MODULES 
be a commutative K-algebra. Let Q* denote the rth exterior product 
of the module Q, ,g of Kahler differentials of R over K. Then we have a complex 
K-Rd-Q-%-Q2 I, *.. 
whose cohomology groups Hz,(RjK) are called the de 
If @: iM x N ---i, L is a bilinear map of R-modules, then there exists a. unique 
bilinear map 
which satisfies (w @ m) A (w’ @ n) = w A w’ @ cP(,; n), for all 01 s RP? 
w’ESZQ, REM, nEN. 
We consider the following examples: 
EXAMPLE 1. If @: R x M -+ A4 is the product @(T, m) = YW (T f 
then we have the bilinear maps 
EXAMPLE 2. If ~7% ATM x AsM +- /P+“M is the exterior product map 
(x, y) t+ x A y, then we have the bilinear products 
These products are associative and satisfy w A SU’ = (-l)pq+r%’ n U, if 
~EQ~‘A~M,~‘E@@A~M. 
EXAMPLE 3. If h: M x M + R is a bilinear form, then we have bilinear 
maps h” = A,: .P @ M x 52q @ M -+ Qp+g. If we assume that h is a sym- 
metric map then h”(w, w’) = (-l)@(w’, u), for w E: 524 @ M, ui E Q* @ ii/f. 
For convenience, we write h instead of h. 
QEFY~xTION. A connection on an R-module M is a map V: M--P Q 0 hf 
such that 
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(1) V is K-linear, 
(2) V(rm) = dr @ m + rV(m) (Y E R, m E M). 
In this case, we can define the K-linear maps V = VP: P @ M + LWl @ M 
by 
V~(UJ @ m) = dw &J m $ (-1)“~ A V(m) (wE&P,mEM), 
and the curvature Kv of V by VrV: M + Q2 @ M. 
LEMMA 1.1. I~UJ E@, 7 EL@ @ M, then 
V(UJ A 7) = dw A 17 + (-I)% A Vq. 
This is obvious. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Fm any connection V on M we have K, E Hom,(M, JJ2 @ M). 
Prooj Let r E R and m E M. Applying Lemma 1.1, we get 
K,(rm) = V(V(rm)) = V(dr @ m + rVm) 
= -dr A Vm + dr A Vm + rVVm = rKJm). 
DEFINITION. Let h: M x M + R be a symmetric bilinear form on M. A 
connection V on M is said to be compatible with h in case h(Vx, y) + h(x, Vy) = 
d(li(x, y)) holds for all x, y E M. 
Recall that an inner product module over R is a finitely generated projective 
R-module together with a symmetric bilinear product which is nondegenerate. 
THEOREM 1.3. Suppose 4 E K. Then, for any inner product module (P, h) 
over R, there exists a connection V compatible with h. 
Proof. First we assume that P is a free module. Choose a basis {el ,..., en} for 
P and let C = (cij) E M%(R), cij = h(e, , ej). Let wij E Sz be defined by (wij) = 
+C-Id(C) E Mn(Q). Define 
Then, it is clear that V is a connection on P compatible with h. 
In the general case, we can choose an inner product module (Q, /%) so that 
P @ Q is a free module. In fact, if T is an R-module such that P @ T is free, 
then using P m P*, since h is nondegenerate, we can see that P @ P @ T @ T* 
is free; here M* = Hom,(M, R), for a module M. Now, if we take Q = 
P 0 T 0 T* and 4( P, t, t*>, (P, , t, , $*>I = h(p,pl) + t*(h) + t,*(t), we 
obtain (Q, K) as we have required. 
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Next, let V’ be a connection on B @ Q compatible with & 1 R. iet i: B-” --+ 
@ Q be the canonical injection and w P @ Q + P, the first projection map.. 
Then 
v I” (1 @ .rr) 0 V’ 0 i: P -LPpp--L~@(P@Q)-~@P, 
is a connection on P compatible with h. 
bitema&. From now on, we make the assumption 4 E K. 
T)E~INI?XON. If V: P -+ B @ P is a connection on P, v?e define V,: 
~2 @ A”P by 
k 
Vk(Xl A -a* A XJ = 1 x1 A .~’ A ox, A ... A Xk i 
i-1 
for $1 )..., xt E P. 
This is clearly well defined. In fact, we can see that 
~RO~OS~~~~~ 2.1. 
(1) Vk: AkP --f 52 @ A’cp is a connection 0% A”P. 
(2) 2-f (1: E .w @ AkP and w’ E f2’b @ AF, thea 
v;$J A w’) = v,yw) A co’ + (-a)% A V&l’). 
Remark. For brevity we often write V instead of Vka. 
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Hence, the compatibility condition of V with respect to h gives the desired 
conclusion. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. (1) IjV is a connection compatible with h, then the curvature 
K, satis$es h(K,x, y) + h(x, K, y) = 0 fog all x, y E P. 
(2) Suppose that rank P = n. Then, for any f E Hom,(P, Qa @ P) which 
satisfies h(fx, y) + h(x, fy) = 0 for all X, y E P, it holds that Cr=, x1 A .*a A 
f (Xi> * .*- A x, = 0, for all xl ,..,, x, E P. 
In particular, ifn = 1, then f = 0. 
Proof. (1) Let x, y E P. We claim that 
J&,x, y) = d(h(Vx, Y)) + h(Vx, VY). 
To see this, let Vx = C wi @ xi, with wi E Q, xi E P. Then using the definition 
of Kv and substituting h(Vxi , y) = dh(xi , y) - h(x, , Vy) yields the claim. 
Observing that h(x, K,y) = h(K,y, x) and applying the above relation gives 
W&x, Y) + Xx, &,Y) = dd(h(x, Y>> = 0. 
(2) After localizing we can assume that P is a free module. Take a basis 
(el ,-.., e,} for P and write 
f (eJ = c wji @ ej , wji E .Q”, cu = h(e, , ej), w = (wij), and C = (cij). 
It is easy to see that h(fx, y) + h(x, fy) = 0 for all x, y E P, is equivalent to 
Cw + (Cw)-‘- = 0. Since C is nonsingular, we get WI = -CWC-~ and so 
Trace w’- = -Trace W. Thus Trace w = 0. On the other hand, it can be 
‘easily verified that 
i x1 A *.. A f(xi) A *a* A x, = (Trace w)xr A *a* A x, . 
i=l 
THEOREM 2.4. If (P, h) is an inner product module with rank P = 1, then 
there is a unique connection V compatible with h and it has Kv = 0. In particular, 
we have a complex 
P-t!S@PP@@P->..., 
i.e., VV = 0, and we de$ne the cohomology groups 
H&(P, h) = Ker V”/Im Vk-r. 
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Proofs Since VV(w @ X) = w A K,(x) holds for any w E: CP, x E P, it is 
enough to prove the first statement. But this foilovJs from Proposition 2.3 
applied when n = 1. 
DEFINITION. Let (P, h) be an inner procluct module with rank P = n. 
Define the kth de Rham cohomologygroup of (P, la) by p,(P, A) = Gw” 
where the last group is the one defined in Theorem 2.4. 
If V is a connection compatible with h, then by Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 
2.4,6, is the unique connection compatible with R, , so that by definition 
Hk,(P, h) = Ker V,“/Im Vf”. 
In particular, we observe that these groups are independent of the choice of 
the connection V. 
Remada. (1) If rank P = 1, then P has a nondegenerate bilinear form if and 
only if P e P”. These are necessarily symmetric. 
(2) If rank P = 1 and du = 0 for all units u of , for example, if U(R) = 
K’, then all nondegenerate bilinear forms give the same connection. In fact, 
if bz’ and k are two such forms, then there exists a unit u in R such that h’ = zeh, 
and if V is the connection compatible with h; using & = 0, we can see that V 
is also compatible with h’. 
3. THE EULER CLASS OF AN INNER PRODUCT IVI~DULE 
Let (P, h) be an inner product module. Define the following 
(1) E(P) = End,(P). 
(2) L(P, h) = (MEL / h(fx, y> + h(x,fy) = 0, for all x, y E P>* 
(3) Ak(P) = Hom,(P, Q’” @ P). 
(4) A”(P, h) = (f e A”(P) j h(fx, y) + h(x, fy) = 
Then Ak(P, h) is a submodule of Ak(P). Observe that A*(P) = %(Pj and 
AQ(P, k) = L(P, h). 
We also define K-linear maps d,: A”(P) + A”+l(P), for a given connection. 
V on P, by the rule 
where 1 @f denotes the composite map 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. 
(1) d,(J)EA~+yP)fiF UZZfE kP(P). 
(2) If V is compatible zvith h, then d, mass A”(P, h) into Akfl(P, h). 
Proof. (1) Let Y E R, x E P. Then we have 
d,(f)W = Yfb4> - (1 ofxY~~>> 
= dr A f(x) + A”(x) - (I @ f)(dr 0 x + rVx) 
= rVf(x) - ?$I @f) vx 
= rd~(f)(x~. 
(2) First we prove the following relation 
h(d,f(x>, Y> = dh(fx, Y> + (--l)‘+lh(fx, Vy) + h(Vx, fy) 
for f E A’“(P, h), x, y E P. Write 
f(x) = c wi 0 xi , WiEY(2k) x(EP 
vx ==p,@yj, BjEQ, y,EP. 
From the de~nitiou of d we get 
h(dvf(x~,y) = c &h(xi ,Y> i- t-1)” t: wi A h(Vx, , Y> - c 0, A h(f(~~),y); 
then, substituting h(Vxi , y) = dh(x; , y) - h(x, , Vy) and h(f( y+), y) = 
-4 Y$ , f ( YN yields 
h(d,3c(x),y) = C d44xi , y> + (-1)” c wi A Wxi > Y) 
+ (-l)“+l c ~6 A h@, VY) + c 4 A hb+ ,fb’>) 
= dh(fx, y) + (- l)%+” A(.$%, VY) + h(Vq&). 
Finally, we have h(x, d,f( y)) = h(d~~( y), x) and using the above relation 
we obtain 
f@,f (4 Y> + hG% d,f( Y>) 
= l?h(fx, Y> + dh(fy, 41 
+ [( -l>“+‘h(fx, Vy) + WY, fx)] -I- T(-l)“+‘h(fu, W + W’~!YN~ 
which is 0 because each bracket is 0. 
TNEOREM 3.2. Let V be a connection compatible with h. Then we have 
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PYO@. (1) and (2). By localizing we can assume that P is a free module. 
Let (e, ,..,, e,) be a basis for P, and C ---1 (k(ei , ej>). Identify A”(P) with the 
module n/r,(~C!~) of n-square matrices with entries in 8” by means of this basis, 
i.e., fE A”(P) goes to w = (wij) E M,(.Qa), where f(ei) = CFz, wji @ f?j . Then 
A”(P, h) = (w E lT&p) 1 c w + (CW)~ = 0). @et Sk be the module of skew.- 
symmetric matrices in A!&?,(@); cx: P(P, bi) -+ Sk, the ~s~mar~h~sm CX(U> = GO, 
and ,6?: Q @ 5’0 -+ S*, the isomorph~sm J~(W @ (~~~~~ = (w+>. Then we have 





Q” @ so - ; > 8” 
from which it readily follows that v is an isomorphism. 
Let {ei*) be the dual basis of {ei) and let Eij EL(P) for which &(e,j = ii,e, . 
Then So 5 A2F, Eij - Eji w ej* A ei*, is an ~S~mQrFh~srn~ a d the composite 
map 
&P --s- L(P, h) -+ 8” --XL+ /pp* 
is the ~s~marphism h” A h*, shere k*: P A P”, x ++ iz(x, -). Whence ne is 
an isomorphism. 
(3) Let w E LP’, a, b, x E P. Then by straight computations we see that the 
fo'ollowiarrg relations hold 
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Now, by definition and (3.1) we have 
[v 0 (I 0 24) 0V,“(w @ a A b)](x) 
= &J 0 %AdX) 
+ (-l&J A @(Vu, x) @ b - vuqx, 6) - h(Vb, x) @ a + Vbh(x, a)> 
and substituting h(Va, x) = &(a, zc) - h(a, Vx), and similarly h(Vb, x), yields 
= &J 0 U,,b(X) - (-1) %J A @(a, Vx) 0 b - h(b, Vx) @ a} 
+ (-l@ A {d&u, x) 0 6 + h(x, u) V6 - d/%(6, x) @ a - h(x, 6) Vu} 
so that, by (3.2) and (3.3) this becomes 
= dw @ u,,&) - [I @ (v 0 (1 @ U)(W @ a A b))] vx + (--l)“w A V(U,,~(X)) 
= dv(U 0 (1 @ U)(W @ U A b))(X). 
LEMMA 3.3 (Bianchi’s identity). For any connection V on a module P we have 
d,(K,) = 0. 
Proof. For x E P write Vx = C we @ xi , wi E Q, xi E P. Then 
v2 0 K,(x) = v2 (c dwi @ xi - c wi A vq) 
=~dw,AVx(--d~iAV~(+~WiAVtVX 
= c wi A K&Xi) = (10 &) (c wi @ Xi) 
= (I @ K,) 0 V(x). 
Thus d&J = 02 o I& - (I @ K,) D V = 0. 
DEFINITION. Let (P, h) be an inner product module of rank n = 2k. Let V 
be a connection on P compatible with Iz. Let 6, = (~0 (I @ u))-I(&&) E Q2 @ 
&P. By the Bianchi identity and Theorem 3.2(3), we know that V,2(Bv) = 0. 
Thus, by Proposition 2.1(2), A”B, E On @ llnP is a cocycle. Define 
e(P, h, V) = tke Euler class of (P, h, 0) = {(2k)!/k! A%P) E Hg,(P, h), 
where (7) denotes the cohomology class of 7. 
The coefficient (2k)a/kg allows us to avoid the division by integers in the proof 
of the invariance theorem. 
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4. INVARIANCE OF THE EULER CLASSES 
We show that e(P, h, 0) is independent of Q. 
We use the isomorphism A2P 3 L(P, h) to define a~, action of .Qa @ flP 
on Qb @ AkcP. Let [ , ]i be the unique bilinear map .Q” @ 9”P x fib @ A’:14 + 
LWb @ A7<P such that 
holds for w E P, w’ E P, c, d, xi E P. 
PRoPosITIoN 4.1. We have the following 
(I) If w E LP @ A2P, wi E Q2”i @ A”iP (i = 4, 2), then 
[w, Wl A WJ = [w, WJ A wg + (--1)““‘w1 A [w, WJ. 
(2) If rank P = n, then all maps 
[,j:a~OA2PxSbOArCpj~a+bOAilziP 
are zero. 
(3) If k, + k, = n = rank P, and wi E Qai @ ATciP (; = 1,2), the% 
[w, WI] A w2 = (-l)aa~+l w1 /\ [w, WJ 
for ar&y w E 92” @ AZP. 
(4) If w E Q @ A2P, 17 E A2P, then 
[w,qj =(-1)“(1o(;j).,:-(go~).~, 
where +j dexotes v 0 (I @ u)(q) E A”(P, h). 
Proof. (I) This can be checked directly. 
(2) Bf c, d, x1 )...) x, L c P, then Proposition 2.3 (2) gives XI A ‘.. i\ 
f-d4 A ... A x, = 0, since u,,* E L(P, h) by Theorem 3.2(2). 
(3) follows from (1) and (2). 
(4) Let w=wI@cAd, T=~;~@xA~, with ~~~92, QELP, and 
c, d, x, y E P. Then, for anyp E P we have 
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since ~([c A d, x A y]) = [u,,~ , u x,,,], where the last bracket is the usual com- 
mutator in L(P). 
But we also have the following relations 
P 0 4 O 7(P) = C-1) Ql * 171 0 %&,Y(PN~ 
vo7j)oaP) = Wl * 71 0 z*E,Y(~UAd(P)). 
From (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) we get (4). 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let V be a connection on P compatible with h. Then, for 
w E Q @ A2P, zue have 
(1) V[u, co] = -2[w, VW], 
(2) V . V(w) = -[CO, $,I, where 8 = Kv, 
(3) [w, ru, WI1 = 0. 
Proof. We use the fact that the isomorphism - = u o (I @ U) commutes 
with V and d, (Theorem 3.2(3) and Proposition 4.1(4)). 
(1) We have 
V[w, CO] = -2[w, VW] * V[w, w] = -2[w, VW] o dv[w, w] 
= -2{(1@ Lij) 0 VW - (I @ VW) 0 cz} e -2d,((I @ W)LS) 
= -2{(1@ 6) 0 d,c;j - (I @ d&j) o L;)}, 
since [OJ, w] = -2(1@ W) 0 W. 
Thus, it suffices to show that 
First. we show that 
(N3dJbf = VOf)Vf -Vo(VOf)o.O 
Let x E P and writef(x) = C wi &J xi , wi E Q, xi E P. Then 
(4.4) 
and 
‘D 0 ((1 Of) of)(x) = ; dwi * f (4 - T wi A Vf (4. 
Subtracting these gives 
C wi A d,fW = (10 dvf) (1 wi 0 xi) = (10 &f>WD 
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Next, from (4.4) and the definition of dv, we have 
(rOf)od,f-((IOd,f)of=vo((IOf)of)-(IOf)o!irOf).v. (4.5) 
But the right-hand side of (4.5) is precisely &((I @J) of), since it is easy to 
see that 
uOwOf)of>}~v =(~Ofl~VOf)oV* 
(2) Similarly, if 0, = K, , then 
9 0 V(0) = -[co, Q,] 0 dv 0 d&q = -((I @ w) 0 Kv - (10 K,f 0 ti>, 
and so, it suEices to prove that 
dv 0 &(f) = -(I 0 f) 0 Kv + (10 K,) OS, fm f E A”(P)* 





-(I@f)oV = -9o(IOJ)--%v~+IO((IOf)o9)). 
(3) follows from a similar argument. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let (P, h) be an inner product module over R with 
rank P = PZ = 2k. Then, for any pair C$ connections V and V, ~~,~p~~ib~e with 
12, e(P, h, V) = e(P, h, V,V in Hz,(P, h). 
Proof. Let ,f = V, _ V E A’(P, h) and write 0 = I& , $I = Kv, s G = $? 
with (1: E L? @) ASP, 0, O1 E Q2A2P. Then, we have I&, = K, f &,f - (I of) 0 fS 
and so 8, = Q + Vu + 7, where 7 = *[CO, w]. Thus 
$,k = c (k!,/il! i,! i,!) Oil(@ qi3, 
il+i2+ig=k 
where, for brevity, we are writing AB instead of A A B. 
Retail the following relations 
(4.6) 
v7) = -[w, VW], by Proposition 4.2(l) (4.7) 
vvw = -[w, Q], by Proposition 4~32). 
VQ = 0, 
fw, 71 = 0, 
by Sian&i’s identity (4.9) 
by Propositicn 4.2(3). (4~ IO> 
4&‘/49/I-X9 
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Define the following differential forms 
and set them equal to 0 for other values of il, ia, ia 3 0. Then ai,i,i,~S12r @ A2’P, 
pilizi3 E lP(r+l) @ /F+l)P, and yi i i E Qz(r+l) @ LW+~)P, where r = ii + ;a + ia . 123 
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose that ii + ;a + ia + 1 = k = (rank P)/2. Then 
(1) (4 + 1)(4 + wi,i,i, 
= -2& + hl+l,iz-l,i3+1 - izG.2 - 1)Yil+l,iz-2,i,+l ; 
(2) @2 + le.2 + 2)Yi,i& = -%(z:! + 2)01i1,<2+l,i3 - ili3&l-l,i2+2,i~~1 ; 
(3) %%,i,i,) = %l,is+l,ip - Pi&i, - Yi,iii, * 
Proof. We use the distributive properties of both V (Proposition 2.1(2)) and 
the bracket (Proposition 4.1( 1) and (3)). 
(1) If i, = 0, then both sides are zero. Assume that iz > 1. We have 
pilieig = wm((vwp)7p 
= +Je”yvw)‘z-‘vv~‘~ 
= -~2vvww~~+QlJ)i2-~rli~) 
since VVw and ~0~l(Vw)iz-l both have odd degrees. Therefore by (4.8) 
pilizig = qw, 61 wBi~(Vw)%p. 
Now, we move w to the right and distribute it: 
piligi3 = -i2qw, w] eil(vw)i2-l$3 + i2ew[w, ~~~l(v~)i~-~~~~ 
+ i28w8iqw, (Vclp1]7p + i2eoJe”po>“z-‘[w, $]. 
By (4.10), the last summand is zero and using [w, w] = 27, (4.7), and (4.8) 
we obtain 
pilizi3 = -2zp+l(vw)~z-*rl~3+~ _ ~l~2w~~l(VVw)(Vw)ia-l~~3 
- (i2 - 1) i,&~+r(VW)i2-aVrl+. 
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Again, we move w to the right and distribute it: 
By (4.30), the last summand is zero and using [w* W] = 2~~ (4.Q and ( 
we obtain 
Multiplying by i2 + 2 yields 
This gives (2). 
Finally, (3) follows immediately from Proposition 2.lf.Z) and thus we have 
completed the proof of Lemma 4.4. 
Define the diierential forms 
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Remark. Using the fact that (rzr 7 na + ... $ n,)!/(n,!n,! ... n,,!) is always an 
integer, for given nonnegative integers ni, we can show that (2k)!j(a!(b j l)! 
c!(b + 2~)) is an integer provided that a -!- b I c = k. This is easily seen by 
considering the following four cases: b -+ 2c < k - 1, h )- 2c = k, b 7 2c =- 
k -I- 1, and 6 + 2c >> k -( 2. 
LE3JM.A 4.5. If i, I- i2 1 is + 1 = k, then zce haz;e , 
(1) Vi,i*i,) = k,.i,+1.i2 -’ P”i,iQi3 -I &-l.ie+e.i,-1 f 
(2) - %l+l.o,ig--l + pil,**i5 = 0. 
Proof. From Lemma 4.4(3), we have 
v(waili2iJ) z-e %l,i,-I l.ig - Pilizi3 - Yi,i,i, . 
Let p := (2k)!/((i2 $ 2i3 + 1) i,!i2!i3!) =. (i2 -1 I)(& { 2)q, whcrc q EZ by the 
preceding remark. Then, multiplying both sides by p and substituting 
(i2 ,- I)(& i. 2) Y~,~,~, according to Lemma 4.4(2), gives the desired result. 
(2) Applying Lemma 4.4(I), with iz = I, we have 
(4 + 1)& - l)$i,,l,j, -2(i3 -! 1)~i,il,o,i3,.1. 
Multiplying by the integer (2k)!,/((i, -!- I)!1 !(i3 i I)!(2 + 2iJ) we get 
~i*-l.O.ig-i-l -t Bi,.l.i, = 0. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let 
Then 
((2k)!/k!) B,k == ((2k)!,/k!) @ -!- ‘Ct. 
With this lemma we conclude the proof of Theorem 4.3. 
Proof ofI,emma 4.6. Hy Lemma 4.5(l), we have 
vt c 1 :%i, i2,il -- 
i,-1 i.;. i,=k 
i,>l 
il Li,,.. i,,-k-l il t-,i .-i,=k-1 
i&2 
and also by T,emma 4.5(2), 
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Adding this to Vt gives 
such that i, >, 1 or, i, = 0 and ir , ia > 1. Since 
((2k)!/k!)B,” = c &,,&i, by (4.6), 
il+iz+i,=k 
and since Z,,,,, = ((2k)!/k!) and q,,O,k = ((2k)!/k!) q7<, we obtain 
((2k)!/k!) 8,k = ((2K)!/k!) 8” + vt + ((2h)!/h!) q”. 
. In fact, by Proposition 4.1 and (4lQ) 
rl’i = +[w, w] -4-l z.z ((h - 1)/2) “p[W, ?j] = 0, 
Thus we have obtained the desired relation. 
Remark. We denote the Euler class e(P, h, 0) simply by e(P, h), since we 
have seen that e(P, h, 0) is independent of the choice of the connection V on P 
compatible with h. 
5. PROPERTIES OF EULER GLASSES 
CONNECTIONS WITH THE DIFFERENTIABLE EULER @LASSES 
Let g: R --f R, be a K-algebra homomorphism. Given an inner product 
module (6>, h) over R define 
(i) PI = I?, @ P. 
(ii) h,: PI x PI + R, by h(q, 0 P, yl’ 0~‘) =qrY1’d4 p, p’)), 7% , ql’ E 
P, p’ E- p. 
(iii) V,: PI + Q Rx 0 PI by Vdq, 0 P> = dqx 0 1 0 P + qlV( ~1, ~1 E 
p E P, where V(p) is the image of V(p) under the canonical map Q, @ P -* 
QR1 0 PI . 
It is clear that if V is a connection compatible with h, so is V, with respect to h, . 
The next proposition is immediate. 
PROPOSITIQN 5.1. (1) The following diagram is ~omrn~t~ti~e 
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where q is the linear map which satisfies q(r, @ w @ p) = ylw @ 1 @ p, rl E R, , 
wEQ&?,pEP. 
(2) If S is a multiplicative closed subset of R and R -+ R, is the natural map, 
then (Kv), = KV, . 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let q: R --f R, be a K-algebra homomorphism. Let (P, h) 
be an inner product module over R of even rank, and let (PI , h,) be the one induced 
by 9. Then 
where CP* is the K-linear map H&(P, h) -+ HgR(Pt , h,) induced by the canonical 
map P -+ PI . 
Proof. Let V be a connection on P compatible with h, and let VI be the one 
on PI induced by V, as in (iii) above. Let 7: R, 0 (QR2 @ P) -+ 52”,, @ PI 
be the map of Proposition 5.1(I). Then 1/1: A2(P, h) -+ As(P, , h,), defined by 
f ++ 7 0 (I of), maps Kv into Kv, . 
Now the result follows from the commutativity of all the following diagrams. 
and 
THEOREM 5.3. Suppose that for i =-1 1, 2, (Pi, hi) is an inner product module 
ovtr R of even rank n, , and let (P, h) .= (P, , hl) -L (Pz , h,). Then 
e(P, h) = (n’ ’ “‘1 
n1 
e(P, , 4) * 4P2 , h2) 
in HD,(P, h), whwe A is the product induced in cohomology by the canonical 
bilinear map A*lP, x An2Pz + Anl+Q’. 
Proof. Let ‘? be a connection on Pi compatible with hi . Then C ..= ‘iI ($I V? 
is a connection on P compatible with h. Tbc identification .C?a @ A”lP -= 
(&j+m (@ @ A’P, @ AiP2) yields, when a =-T 2 and m =: 2, the equation 
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0 = 8, + 5, for the corresponding curvature forms. %‘hus, if n, = 2ki , we have 
since 8iP = 0 for p > ki . Multiplying by (Zk, + 2k,)!/(k, + k,)! gives the 
result. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let &!:(P,h) + (Q, k) be an isometry of~~~e~p~o~uct rno~~~~~ 
of even rank n, i.e., an isomorphism CL: P G. Q such that h(x, y) = k(q CY~) 
~QY aZZ x, y E P. Then (A%),(e(P, h)) = e(Q, k), where (A%) is the isQmoyphis~ 
H,X,(P, h) zt HgR(Q, k) induced by A”P “G .&Q. 
Boof. Consider a connection V on P compatible with h. Then V, =: 
(I @ a) 0 v 0 a-1 is a connection on Q compatible with k. 
Next, it is easy to check that the following diagrams are commutative 
and 
where p(f) = (I @ a) 0 f c 01-l, f E A"(P, h). 
Thus, if 6’ is the curvature of V and 19, that of V, , we have (I @ 01 A 01)(o) = 0, ” 
Therefore, if n = 2p, we have (I @ A%)(A%‘) = A”((1 @ 01 A ~18) == 
APB, . This shows that (A%),(e(P, h)) = e(Q, k). 
COROLLARY 5.5. If a: (P, h) -+ (P, h) is an isometry and rank P = TZ is eueien, 
then 
(I) (A”a),(e(P, h)) = e(P, h). 
(2) (A%) 0 (A%) = I. 
~~p~~t~c~~~~, if P is free then,for alla E O(P, h) we have 
(3) det a . e(P, h) = e(P, h). 
(4) (det a)” = 1. 
CORQLLARY 5.5. If (P, h) is an inner product module qf eve% rank and P == 
PI 1 Pz , where PI has odd rank, then e(P, h) = 0. 
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Proof. Define (y. E O(P, k) by CX( p, , pz) = (-p, , pJ, pi E Pi . Then Asa = 
--I and so --e(P, h) = e(P, A). Thus e(P, h) = 0. 
Let M be a Cm-manifold and let E be an oriented vector bundle over M of 
even dimension n = 2k. Let R be the ring of P-maps M -+ [w, and P = I’(E), 
the R-module of Cm-sections of E over M. Choose a Euclidean metric h on E. 
Then we have an inner product module (P, h). 
PROPOSITION 5.7. There exists an isomorphism HzR(P, h) > H*(M) such 
that ol(e(P, k)) = (2r)“/%!e(E), w h ere e(E) is the’usual Euler class of E. 
Proof. Let A*(M) = r&4%“*) be the module of P-differential forms of 
degree p on M; here T* is the dual tangent bundle of M. Then we have an 
isomorphism of differential graded algebras Q&n FZ A*(M). Using the isomor- 
phism Q&a @ AoiP w F(AaT* @ A”E) we regard the elements of G$,n @ AorP 
as functions on AK Take a connection V on P compatible with h. Then, V is a 
local operator: if w, w’ E Qa @ AorP are such that w = w’ on an open set UC M, 
then V(W) = V(w’) on U. 
Suppose now that (ei ,..., e,) is an orthonormal basis for E over U. We can write 
V(ei) = i wii @ ej 
j=l 
on U, with wij E 0s , Kij E Qs2. Since (h(ei , ej)) = identity matrix, the com- 
patibility condition implies that (wij) and (KJ are both skew-symmetric 
matrices. 
If 0v = (ZJ 0 (I @ u))-l(Kv), then 0, = - 4 Ci,j Kij @ ei A ej . Thus 
on U. 
On the other hand, by [4], the Euler class of E is the cohomology class of the 
form y, where y can be expressed on U with respect to the orthonormal positive 
basis (e, ,..., e,) by 
By choosing orthonormal positive local bases we define an isomorphism 
01: AnP @ R as follows. Set 
+I A ... A s,) = det(qj) on u 
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if s r ,..‘, s, EP, si = C ajiej on U, and (e 1 ,..., e,) is an orthonormal positive 
basis for E/U. 
This extends to an isomorphism Q @ A”P --2- 92” which sends (2k)llki A79, 
into (2n)“(2k)!y. 
It only remains to see that 01 commutes with the operators V and d. This is 
equivalent to V(wJ = 0, where wO = c+(l). But, if (e, ,.~., e,) and U are as 
above, then wO/ U = er A ... A e, , and so 
= (Trace of (wij))e, A .** A e, 
since (wij) is skew as we have observed earlier. 
6. APPLICATIONS 
Euler Classes of Free Modules 
Suppose that (F, h) is an inner product module with F free. Choose a basis 
(e, ,..., en] for F and write cij = h(ei , ei), C = (cij), and u = det C. Then, by 
the proof of Theorem 1.3, a connection V onF compatible with h can be ghen by 
V(eJ = C Wji @ ej 
j 
where w = *C-r dC. 
Let c: F --+ F be the linear map given by e(e,) = xi cjiej . Then, it can be 
checked that 
(I @ c A C)(0,) = +j c aij @I ei A ej , 
ia 
where (O,J = dC A C-l dC, I = identity map of SF. Thus 
Since h, on AnF is multiplication by u = det C, we see that (Q @ A’F, V) m 
(Q, dh), where dn: Q* --f D’+r is the coboundary map given by &(+q) = 
dv f du/2u A 7, T E J%. Thus 
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The Euler Class of the Tangent Bundle to the n-Sphere 
Let K be a commutative ring. For n >, 1, let R = R, = K[X, ,..., X,+,]/(f), 
where f = 1 - Cz” Xiz. Let xi be the image of Xi in R. Let P = P, = 
(a E R”+l / h(a, U) = 0}, where u = (x1 ,..., x,+J and h: R”+l x Rn+l -3 R is 
the usual inner product h(a, b) = Ci a$, . 
If {e, ,..., e,+i} is the standard basis for R”+l and e’i = ei - xiu, i = l,..., n + 1, 
then (e’, ,..., eh+i} is a system of generators of P. A connection V compatible 
with h on P can be given by V(a) = Cj da, @ ej’, a = (al ,..., a,,,) E P. In 
particular, V(e’i) = --xj d(xixj) @ e’j . Its corresponding curvature takes the 
form 
Kv(a) = c dxi A dx, @ (a,efj - aje’,) 
i<j 
where ai is the ith component of a E P. Since uei,Aei,(a) = aielj - aje’i, a E P, 
we have 
Let 
8, = 4 c dxi A dxj @ efi A elj . 
i,i 
n+1 
w = C (-l)i+zxi dx, A ... A pi A ... A d~,+l EARS, 
i=l 
It is immediate that 
dx, A *.. A d;< A .-. A dx,,, = (-l)i+l xp, 
A 
ell A ‘.. A dj A *‘. A k?’ n+l = (- l)<+l x,e. 
From these we readily obtain QRn = Rw and A”P = Re, and the map .QRRp @ 
AnP ---f QRP defined by 71 @ e + 7 establishes an isomorphism of differential 
graded algebras. 
Now, we assume that n = 2K. Then, by the above description of 8, and (6. l), 
we see that 
e(P, h) = ((2k)!2/k! 2”)(w) in HE,(R). (6.2) 
We wish to show that e(P, h) = 0 if char K is a prime p > k + 1, and 
e(P, h) f 0 and is a generator of HgR(R), if K contains the rational numbers. 
If 71 > ria E QRRn, we write q1 = Q in case vi and q2 are cohomologous, and if 
01 = (011 ?“., %+1), with nonnegative integers oli , we set xa = xy’ ... x2+7 and 
/ a / = a1 + ... + c&+1. 
i)Q + I) X”Xj%J = (Cj + I) XaXi2W f5r all a, i, j. 
Adding these relations over all i = 1, 2,..., ~b + 1, and using 
g Xi2 = 1, 63 
we get 
(1 3: 1 + n + 1) X~Xj%J zs (q * 1) X%2 for all cL, j. 
If char K is a prime p > n f 1, then (6.4) implies PW = 0 for all cy. such that 
j a j + 72 + 1 = p. Next, using induction and (6.3) to lower degrees by 2 we 
arrive at w = 0. If k + I < p < 2k then (2K)!/K! = 0. Thus, e(P, h) ZT. 0, 
as was claimed. 
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Using (6.1), we obtain 
d(xaxtxj dx, A -.. A d$i A a** A sj A I*- A dX,,,) 
= (-lp((ai + 1) x?cj2 - (cd1 ‘i- 1) XYx~~)W, 
Thus 
i < j. 
If pi: contains the rational numbers, then (6.4) can be written as 
and from this and induction on 1 cy !, we can see that ~~~~~) = K{w). 
Define a K-linear map ?p: R[X, ,..., X,.,,] -+ R as follows 
(PGP *-* x>q = 0 if some a+ is odd 
@=I 
It+1 
= G snrel 
f 11 
s\,j+n-l if all ai are evec 
vyhereMia:sets_,=lands,=l >(3x...xm,ifmisanoddnumber31. 
It is easy to check that 
and so yp(I) = (O), where I = (1 - xTYz: Xgz). Therefore 9) induces a K-linear 
map 
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PROPOSITION 6.I. Suppose that K is an Archimedean ordered field. Then Pz 
is not ajree module. 
Proof. Let S2 ~2 ((aI , a, , a8) c K3 / ck, ai = 11. We observe that any 
fER-R,dfi e nes a K-valued map on S2 in an obvious manner. 
Let T = {r E R 1 Y ::= 1 -I h, h E R and h(a) 3 0, for all a E V}. This is a 
multiplicative closed subset of R. 
If P :.- Pz wwe free, then e(PT , h,) =. 0 in Z9L,(Pr ,12r). In fact, choosing 
a basis (e, , ea) for P and writing h(e, , elf :: p, h(e, , e2) = y, h(e, , e2) = r, 
then pr - q2 = u E K*, with u > 0. Sincep . (r/u) = 1 + (q2ju) E T, p becomes 
a unit in R,, and so I’, : RTe, _1- (RTe,)I. ‘l’hercfore, e(.?‘r , hr) -- 0, by 
Corollary 5.6. 
However, we show that e(Pr , hT) ./L 0. 
DEFINITIOX. (I) Let jn , j be functions on Sa with values in K. We write 
j,, + f if Ve > 0 3n, such that j,(a) --f(a); < E ‘da E S2, n < no . 
(2) If 7n , 77 E SZRm, WC write 7A + 7 if there exists wi E sLRa, fj , fnj c R, 
j = 1, 2 ,..., p, n = 1, 2, 3 ,..., such that 
0) 7773 = Cjp_I fnPj and 77 x IIFslfsWj 3 
(ii) jilj ~fj ) i = I,..., p. 
Remarks. (a) Any f 6 R is bounded on S2. 
(b) If jn -+ f  andgn + g, thenj,, .k en -+ g -1-g. ‘ 
(c) If jn -+ f and g, -z g, and j and g are both bounded, then fn .gn -+ 
fast 
(d) If qn --r 7, f,, --> f, f bounded, then f+,q, --+ Jo. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let t E 7: TJten there exists a sequence (IL& u, E R, suclr tJlat 
(1) 21, -* 1/r, 
(2) du, -j u,,~ dt --, 0. 
Ohserve that (2) mea71s du, -+ d(l/t), 
Proof. First of ail, we observe that if t E T, then we can write t =-: 1 1 mh, 
where h E ii and 0 -< Jr < :, and m E N. In fact, let h’ E R such that t = I f Jz’ 
and h’(a) > 0, for all a E 9. Since h’ is bounded on Sa and K is Archimedean, 
we can find m E N such that Ur’ < m. l’hen, h = h’jm will do. 
We proceed by induction on m. Let r =: 1 4. (m - l)h, so that t := T + h. 
Suppose we have already found (z’,), G,~ CT R, such that 
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Since unh --+ h/r and h/r < 4 we can assume that 
(3) f q$ I Q 4 for all n. 
Set sr, = ws - XE (- l&,h)” = v&Ljg,J f R, wheref, = 1 + ( --I)n(amhjn+l, 
z&d g, = 1 + vnh; Then 
(4) fn -+ 1, g,, + 1 + (h/r), and I g, 1 < 9, for all n. It is clear that 
an -+ (I/r)(l I( 1 + (h/r))) = I/(r + h) = l/t,. in view of (1) and (4). Observe 
that du, $ urn* dt -+ 0 is equivalent o gn8(& + u,? &) 4 0, since 4 < J gA 1, 
for all B. From g%V(jJgJ = gndf,, - f,dg, , we obtain 
gnat&a + u,W = gnf,dvn + w,,dfn - v,f,dg, + v2f,zadt. 
Expressing thii as a linear combination of &* , dh, and dr, yields 
g,z’(du, t G” dt) = {f&s + (-- 1)“h + 1) g,8? - f,e) dv, 
f I(- lP(~ + 1) gva%8~,n - G% + ~n2fn8> ‘ih + Q%2 dr, 
where 8, = v,h. Writing &, = dv, -t’ en8dr, we know that 6% + 0, and sub- 
stituting CEO, we get 
where 
.ga2(du, $ ti$dt) A, + B&r + C&h 
hWMA 6.3. Let u = xldi2 A ax, f xJx8 A & + @xl A dx, . Siqpose 
that w = d(qft) fm some q E !&a ad t E !F, Then there exist setpaces of fi.wms 
w, ti%J, or, E w, IL E 8, , tichthatw =-~,+ds,,mda,-+O. 
Proof. We have 
0 = d(dt) = dq/t - (1 It”) dt A 7, 
t2w = td7 - dt A T. 
Take (un) as in Lemma 6.2. Then 
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Thus we have 
u n W.o = a; + d& , with 01~’ + 0. 
Finally, w = (1 - un2t2)w + tid + d/3, = 01, + d& , where 01, = (1 - un2t2)w + 
an’ 3 0. 
LEMMA 6.4. If f E R satisJies f (a) > 0, jm all a E 9, then v(f) 3 0, where 
qx R -+ K is the map defined in (6.5), which induces HER(R) m K. 
Proof. We can assume f = C h~Bxl x2 , mB ‘Or g h E K. In fact, by definition of q~, 
df) = d~C.fkbl 9 ix2 9 i%)>Y so that f can be replaced by a sum of 
monomials of even degree in x1 , x2 , and xs . Then, using 1 = xl2 + x22 + xs2 
we obtain the required expression. 
Now, we prove two assertions: 
Assertion 1. Let N, = CL=, (-1)*(;)(1/(2p + 1)) E Q. Then there exists a 
sequence ((a, , b,)}, a,, , b, E Q such that 
0) an2 + bS2 = I, for all nEZ. 
(ii) lim,, (l/N) CE=‘=, az”bi@ = ~(~~x~s)/JV~+a , for all a, /3 3 0. 
Proof. Choose 5 = a + bi E Q(i), i = ( -1)lj2, such that a2 + b2 = 1 and 
~#lforalla~B,ol#O.Definea,, b, E Q by the equation 5” = a, + b,i, 
n E Z. Then a, = a-, and b, = -be,. 
Now, we contend that the following relations hold. 
(1) Net = 2@ + 1 -.-TEL N,-, , for all olEZ, 01 2 1. 
(4) Na - (t) * & = dx”l”> = & . 
N 1 2% 
(5) $+l& j$ C a”,” = F 
1z=O ( ) 01 * 
To prove (l), we write, for 0 < P < a - 1 
2a! ( Cl-1 1 2(a -P> 1 1 ---= _- -___ 
2a+l P > 2P + 1 0 ; (2a + 1)(2p + 1) 2p+l ; 0 2a+1 ;- 0 
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Then 
Now, (2) foilows from (1) and the definition of 97. (3) follows from LZ,~-@~~ = I? 
and (4) is proved by induction using (1) and the definition of qx 
To prove (5), we observe that 
jt:llpv) 2 ipa == 1 if (?l=O, 
n=o 
==o if aj_o. 
In fact, if a = 0, this is clear, while if D: f 0, then 
implies 
Finally, (4) and (5) h s ow the assertion for /3 = 0, and using (2), (39, and 
induction on p, we complete the proof of Assertion 4. 
Assmtim 2. Given an integer C 2 0 there exists a sequence (rN = 
(Y~,~ ,..., B’~,~), rN.j E a> such that 
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(i) 0 < T*T,j < 1, 1 - rir,j z tzr,j , with t,v,j E Q. 
(ii) lim,v~,,(ijf\~~~,v~j = IV,, for all 0 < iy < C. 
PYOO~. We first notice that, for all a: > 0, we have 
In fact, 
(1 - (j2!‘q)~ = hfo (-l)P (;) (j‘yp”) 
and 
‘$.I (li’N*p+‘) ;,p = (1/(2J3 -b 1)). 
; -0 
For each hi, choose cx > 0 small enough so that 
(1 - ( j2,/lVz) + ~~)a - (1 - ( j2/fV2))” < ( l/N2) 
for all 1 < LY. < C and 0 < j < X. In particular, Ed < (l/N”). Sow, choose 
Y*,,~ E Q such that rN,O L= 1 and 
and such that 1 - Y~:,,~ == t,:,j , with f,,j c- Q. For this, it is enough to choose 
y E Q so that 
1 - ( j2jiV2) < (;?r;( 1 $- y2))” < 1 - ( j2jhi2) I.- es . 
Then 
for all 1 < (Y < C and 0 < j < X. It follows that 
for all 0 5: a < C. 
We conclude the proof ot Lemma 6.4. WC have 
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Hence cp1.f) 3 0. 
From Lemma 6.4, it follows that if q71n --r- q in .QR2, then ~(7~) + ~(9). 
We are now ready to complete the proof of Proposition 6.1. 
Suppose e(PT , hT) = 0. Then w = d(q/t), rl E 52, , and t E T, since e(P, h) = 
2(w) by (6.2). H ence, by Lemma 6.3, there exist sequences of forms (ol& (&J, 
such that w = ot, f d&), for alI n, and CI, + 0. Thus 1 = y(w) = q(aJ and 
~(cL,) + 0 by the above consequence of Lemma 6.4. This is a contradiction. 
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